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OVERVIEW

• Outlined and dependend on assumptions (Axioms)

- The net negative migration to Germany by Poles is 
something undesirable

- The significance of entrepreneurial activities (…) are 
significant elements in swinging demographical 
developments in favor to Poland

- The countries of Poland and Germany have at least 
some convergence in market structure

• Via the assumptions the thesis has a strong political character

• Relies on the ideology of regionalism

• 106 pages and 25,056 words



GOAL OF THE THESIS

• A holistical attempt on describing, analyzing and profiling the
Polish Entrepreneurs in Germany

• Describing the Polish Entrepreneurs as far as possible in 
Germany instead of the diaspora workforce as a whole

• Hopes to be a catalysator for further research into this field

• Positively affect the long-term planning of Poland’s economic 
and cultural environment



JUSTIFICATION OF THE TOPIC

• One of the few academic attempts in Poland on describing
the diaspora group regarding entrepreneurial ambitions

• Lower competitiveness regarding entrepreneurship rankings

• Demographics (e.g. emigrants, depopulation) 

• Explore the motivations of Polish entrepreneurs in Germany, 
their background and the underlying factors which nourish the 
stream of Polish entrepreneurs



METHODS APPLIED 

• Literature review

• Analysis of official documents and statistical data of 
international financial institutions, consulting companies and 
governmental institutions

• The analysis of a historical perspective using books usually 
centered around a holistic view on Polish history, Polish 
workforce migration and post war expulsion
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GENERAL RESULTS

• Underdeveloped research area

• Poles are generally active in the construction sector

• Second generation diaspora rather takes stable jobs than
entrepreneurial ambitions

• Trend towards more knowledge intensive sectors (though low
R&D spending)

• Only few of the newly arriving Polish migrants solely go to 
Germany motivated by entrepreneurial ambitions



• The map is showing Poland´s 

lands ruled by Mieszko I in 

around 966 and subsequently

in by Boleslaw I in around 1000

• Further shown are regions and 

neighboring tribes



• Map showing the Polish lands

in the 13th century

• Visibly are stark geographical

changes in relation to the

previously shown map

• Subsequently the lost territory

is getting Germanized

• This lays the very groundstone

of the formation of subcultures

which are close to Germany 

than other Polish regions



• The map showing the

partiotions of the Polish-

Lithuanina Commonwealth 

• Poles were facing post-

partition relentless

Germanization and 

Russification





• The map on the top is showing

the linguistic distribution

dependend on the mother

tongue between the Polish

and German

• Below is the plebiscite

outcome of Masurians either

voting to stay with Germany or

Poland



• Figure on the right shows

general elections of 2007 

indicating a specific voting

behaviour in the region

previously belonging to the

German Empire.

• The EU parliament election of

2019 showed a simular

geographical pattern, though, 

without the Masurian region


